
 



PREFACE. 

Tus is the first of a series’of pamphlets on the sub- 

ject of the comparative prosody of the Dravidian 

Languages. It contains in « condensed form the subject- 

‘taatber of the whole book, Being repeatedly asked hy a 

number of Literary men to point out to hem the scope 

atthe whole sabject, I have to suit their purposes, 

given in this pamphlet the purport of some of my 

important investigations, If persons who sre not acquain- 

ted with this subject feel that the present pamphiet is 

too difficult to understand, I have only to say to them, 

that the study of the pamphlets to follow will enable 

them to understand the value of thig present one— which 

isan epitome of the whole subject. Hach sentence in 

this pamphiet may be taken to be an aphoriam, requir-- 

ing lengthy explanations, My vbanks are due to all 

thoss great men whose patronage has helped me to 

complete mygrdearches in this field, 

் fT. RAJAGOPALA RAO.



A Comparative Prosody of *the 

Dravidian Languages. 
PART 1. GENERAL. 

UHAPTER ர 

Introduction. 

-A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages 
was published by Bishop Caldwell, But a» Comparative 
Prosady of the Dravidian Languages does not seem to be 
published before, The difficulty of the subject is per- 
baps its explanation, To master tha Prosody of even a 
‘single Dravidian Language is difficult, To study three 

different systems of Dravidian Prosody and compare 
them may not ba an easy matter, And information 
regarding Tamil Prosody is not easily procurable. A 
study of the available works on Telugu Prosody, and the 
publieation by me of a little book, embodying the essence 
of these works, bas lefé me in doubt on several points 
of Telugu Progody and led me to the study of the Cans- 
resa and ‘tamil systems of Prosody. The subject is, . 
however, difficult, intricate, vast and neglected, but it 
has an importance which is historical, The first in the 
fieid may have the best advantage, but he will also have 
the worst defects, 

The present dissertation proposes to express in a 
condensed form, ahd from a Telugu standpoint, some of 
the striking features of similarity, in the Dravidian
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systems ot Prosody. The Sanskrit element in the Dravi- 

dion systems of Prosody is too well known to require a. 

comment ; and by the term, the Dravidian‘ Klement in 

Telugu Prosody, I mean that part of Telugu Prosody, 

which is independent‘of Sanskrit, and which persisted. 

in the Telugu Language, even after Sanakrit has exerted 

its full influence over it, Idake the word Dravidian in 

the broadest possible sense, It does not mean Tamilic. 

In this dissertation, the word Dravidian is used in the- 

sense of that which pertains to the so-called Dravidian 

languages, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Canarese. I 

shall, in the following pages, determine what this Dravi- 

dian Element in Telugu Prosody is, and try to establish - 

its Dravidian nature by analogies from the Tamil and: 
Canarese systems of Prosady, 

  

CHAPTER II, 

The Ganams and the Metres.* 

Prosody deals with the rules of versification. A 

verse generally consists of four lines, Hach line can be: 

* References.—For Telugu Gauams, cf. Appukaviyam, edition 

of 1890. Manikya Mandira Press, Madras, p. 178. 

For Telugu Vrittams, cf. the same book, pp. 248 and 249. 

For Canarese Gauams, please compare Rev. FR, Kittel’s Chan- 

dombudhi, Edition of 1875. Basel Mission Boo and Tract. 

Depository, Mangalore, pp. 10 and 11 and also pp. 96 and 97, 

For Tamil Saers, and Vrittams, cf. Choyyulilakkanam, Hdition 

of 1893, Niranjana Vilasa Press, Madras, pp. 18-23 (Ahavalpa). 

Its author is Mr, Kalyanasundaram Mudaliar. For Tamil 

Goname, cf. the same book pp, 2-5. 

For Tami] Ahavalpa Metre, please compare Yappurungalak- 

karigai, pp. 73-95. Published by A. Kumarasamy Pillay, of 

Jafina, Plavanga year, Vidiyannpalana Yantra Sala, Madras.
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divided into a number of fechnical parts called feat, A 

“foot is generally made up of « umber of syllables, I 

am hare concerned with three different ways of dividing 

a foot into its component parts, Some Languages take 

each of the syllables of a foot by itself and give ita name, 

according to its natura; some take ite eyllables singly or 

in groups; some take only the ageent into consideration. 

The first method obtains in Sanskrit and in languages 

like Telugu and Canarese whose postry takes after 

Sanskrit, the secoud obtaing in Tamil, aud ‘the third in 

the Burapean Languages, According to the first division 

each individuel part of a foot may be a Guruvu or & 

Laghuvu, according to the second a Nare or a Nirai, 

according to the third an accented or an unaccented 

syllable. A foot is not indefinitely long. If, for purposes 

of measurement, we call a Guru or a Laghu, s Nare or & 

Nirai, an accented or an unaccentad syllable, by the term 

a component part, a foof is generally made up of two or 

three such epmponent paris, If a Guru,a Nare or an 

accented syffable jis represented by the usual Telugu 

symbol for Guruyu,~~,and a Taghu, a Niraj, or an 

unaccenfed ayliable by 2, the following table drawn 

according to the principles of Chandaprastaram in 

Telugu and Canarese, represents the order in which the 

component parts of & foot may be grouped together and 

named: *
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But a component part of a foot is not necessarily a 

single syllable and it is a mistake to identify a Thema 

with a Gagamu. The above table refers only to the 

components parts of a foot whatever they may be; and 

these bear an interesting analogy, In Sanskrit, Telugu 

and Canarese, each compongnt part is a single syliable 

and may bea Guruvu or a Laghuvu. To define a Guruvu 

ora Laghuvu or to enumerate the several ganams formed 

of them is too elementary for a dissertation like thie, 
Jt is enough to state that the Aksharaganams of Telugu, 

Canarese aud Sanskrit are identieal, It has, however, to 

be noted here, that the division of some of these vary 

Ganams into Surya, Indre and Chendra in Telugu is 

apparently anomalous, though itis really full of meaning. 

These Ganams enter into a particular class of metres. 

A rule to obtain fhem was given by Bhimana,* but it is 
only an artificial rule of memory, It was for sometime 

a problem to me why a separate division like that into 

Surya, Indra and Chandra was found necessary 
in Telugu, when the usual Sanskrif Ganame serv- 

ed their purpose, Books on Telugu Prosody were 
never able to explain this, and this led me to study the 
other Dravidian Systems of Prosody. The anomaly was 

explained in Canarese whete certain metres, indigenous to 

Canarese, used the Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra Ganams, 

which are onélogous to the Telugu Surya, Indra and 

Chandra Ganams. A comparison of these metres, with 

the Telugu metres formed by these technical Ganama, 
revealed a striking similarity, not only in Lakshanam, 

but also in the nomenclature, These Canarese meres 

  

*Bhi sQya = Bi ௬௯ Aster I orb os Sens 

ஸ்சி dy Bors wopthose em 1 ST Axor Basu Boeosend. 

Cf. Chandambudhi also page 95, verse 297.
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led me to the inference, that prior to the advent of 

Sanskrit, a certain clase of metres obtained in that langu-, 

age, with a definition of their own, and that after the 

advent of Sanskrit, this definition was expressed in terms 

of Sanskrit Ganams, this part of prosody receiving 

separate treatment, This explanation holds equally 

well with Telugu, in metres depending on the Suryas 

Indra and Chandra Ganams, A list of these Gunams 

and metres is found in the table of mine on page 9, The 
introduction of Surya, Indra and Chandra Ganams 

thus seems to be due to the existence of pre-Sanskritic 

Dravidian metres, whose Ganams were expressed in 

terms of Sanakrit Prosody—this "part of the subject 

being separately treated. The pure Telugu Ganams and 

metres are included in the original Cansrese Ganams and 

metres, These Canarese Ganams and metres are only & 

part of the table on p, 10 of this dissertation of the wider 

classification of the game in Tamil, 

A knowledge of Tamil Frosody thus becomes neces- 
sary for this subject, The mensurement of quantity in 

Tamil is by the complicated Nare and Nirai, A Tamil 

foot * is called a Seer and each of its component parts 

an Asai, The Asai itself is further subdivided. The parts 
of an Asai are a Nedil, a Kuril* anda, balf Matrai, 

‘A Nedil is any syllable ‘containing oa Jong vowel, 

€. g., a&, kee, koo, kee, koo, kow, &, 4, &, #, 5%, ©. 

A Kurii ia any syllable containing a short vowel, 
¢.9., 8, ka, ki, ku. ©, 5, &, &. 

A half matrai ig any consonant without a vowel, 
ச, தயி. 8,8, 84,2, a. 
  

1 Gj. Yapparurgalakkarigai, pp. 1: 

* Of. Nannul, which says:
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An Asai may baa Nara Asai or a Nirai Asai ?, A 

lengthy explanation of these Asai is necessary, as the 

comparison of Dravidian * ( Non-Aryan) Gamams and 
Metres is based on this. 

A Nare Asai may be :— 

(1) A single Kuril (shart letver) taken by itself, 
-€.g.. ka, na, *, %, or, (2) such a single short letter 
followed by a half matrai, e. 9., gam, nam, *% 4%, or (3) 

a Nadil (long letter) taken by itself, #. g..ka, na, 7s >, 

or, (4) such a long latter followed by a half matrri, ¢. g., 
kam, nam, TS ன, 

ite th a $0 & & 8G, eg & 32 MT wowodd.?? 

The Nares are thus monosyllabic with or without » 
a haif matra. A Nare has never two syllables. Accord- 

‘ing to Telugu nomenclature, a Nare is eitber a Guruva 

(cases 2, 3, 4, in the definition) or » Laghuyu (case 1.) 

But if a short syllable is prefixed to any Nare, (Gam 
x& thus becoming Agam #x5), and the two syllables are 
taken together, for scansion, it becomes a Nirai, The 

following example will make it more clear :— 

LajGajGajGam| ore all Nares, because each is taken 
a கசா காம 

உர உ fe separately, 

    

  
  

2. For definitions cf. Yapparungslakkarigai (printed at the 
Vidyanupalana Yantra Sala in the year Plavanga}, which says them 

608 488. &c. 

‘Lhe book is an authority on Taroil Prosody. 

8. In this dissartation the word Dravidian ia invariably useg 
in the sense of ‘‘ Non-Sanakritic.” 

Tt does not moan Tamilic. ‘The word ia used only in tho sense 
of ‘ Non-Sanakritic ', g.6., ‘ Non- Aryan.’



fee) 
(௬௯) 

eee Hore each of the lattars is taken separately; go 

(கண) that there are ta nares in each line here, 
1) % ் 
(௪௬௯) 

(ல-காம்) 

Bat, if we sean the prefixed kurils not separately as- 

inthe sbove example, but jointly with the other syllables. 
ட 

      

LalaLagan|Lagajlagan each of hese lines isa Nirsi and 
oo lo xe law jo . 

லலுலகம் justin srs there are inall four Nirais hera,. 

A Nirai is thus formed of,— 

' Q) two kurils togather, ¢, g,, 0 © (a @ Gala), or, 
(2) two kurils together followed by a half matrai, 

CY 2 mE (on ok Lagan), or, 

(3) a kuril followed by 2 Nedil, ¢, 7,07 (@ #7 Lag) 

or, ் - 
(0) kuril followed by a Nedi} anda half matrai,. 

2. g., © m& (e ems Lagan), 

Using the Telugu nomenclature, a Nirai may thus be a. 
Lalamn (cage 1), or, a Lagamu (casos 2, 2, 4. 

There is, however, a danger with regard to the Nare, 
which practice in Tamil scansion reveals. A Nara is 
monosyllabic, If, at the end of a foot, thare is ‘a Nares- 
it may be either a Guruvau or @ Laghayn, A Naxze, in 
the middle, or beginning, of a foot is always a Guruvu. 
Tt can never bea Laghnva there; for, if it be a Laghuvn, it 
is at once taken with the following letter in that foat and 
becomes a dissyllabic Nirai, Soan initial or middie Naxo.
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must always be a Guruvu ; the Nate at the end of a foot. 

may be either 2 Gurova, or a Laghuvu, for a foot is 

independent of the other feet, and no syilablescfollow 
the Laghuvu in that foot to make if a Nirai. 

The foot is the fundamental park of overy line. 

of Poetry, Its component garte are complex in Tamil, 
A comparison of the Prosodies of Tamil and Telugu is. 
not possible, unless a common notation is devised, 
The method devised by me was already indicated, Tt 
was already pointed out thata Nirai can stand either- 

fora Lalamu ox fora Lagamu, A Nare is always & 

Guruvu except at the end of a foot (Ganam) where it 
may be either » Guruvu or s Laghuvu, In the following 
table Ihave given my reduction of » few Tamil feeb,. 
relevant to this dissertation, to their equivalent Telugu 
and Canarese feet. I have also indiested the evolution 

bf the Ganams and Metres of pure Canarese and pure- 

Telugu, 

One of the earliest Metres of Tamil} is the 
Ahavalva. lts Ganams are the Tema, Pulima, Kuvilam 
and Karuvilam, But the 4 Kei Seers may also enter 
into it. The correctness of the reduction made by me 
can be judged from a correspondence in the Ganams of 

Tema and Pulima reduced by Dr.*G; U. Pope to equiva- 

Jent English feet. He says: ‘A Tema may he really a 
Spondee oa Prochee : and a Pulima may be an Anapmst, 
Tribrach, Bacchius, or Cretic, Similarly for the other- 

feet.” . . 
The Tema and Pulima Ganams are~~-,~ |, 

I~~, Its flo i tl- 
1 Of. Yapparungalakkarigai, pp, 73-95. 

* Of. De, G. U. Pope’s Naladiyar, Clerendon Prees, Oxford. 
1898, poge $0 in the Introduction. ்
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The Canarese Brahma Ganame are only some of 

theses, viz. ~~~ J, | f jand{ |. 

The Telugu Surya Ganeme are only some of these 

Canarese Ganams, viz, ~ | &{ | {. 2 ‘ 

The Kuvilam, Karuvilam, Tomangsi, and Pulimangai 

Genems are ~{~, ~J}f, |i dd, bfin 

I<] fa Peder ee Lbs be 

[1-௩ [ வர். 
The Canarese Vishnu Ganams are only some of 

க) [ல |, [[1[) [1 [2 வவட 

The Telugu Indra Ganams are only some of the 

‘Canarese Ganama, { (| (,[ (|<. l lial [. 

செ] வட வவ] 

I have for considerations of space not included ali 

the Tamil Seers, Bubs similarity will be observed evan in 

the Rudra Ganams. A single metre, Ahavalpa, repre- 

sents all kinds of verse with the Ma and Vilam 

56608 mostly and Kai Saers now and then. The 

principle is plain and further explanations cannot ‘¢glaim 

sufficient space in this short dissertation. .
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CHAPTER II, 

The Prasam* 

(Note, —In this chapter, the word rhyme ts used as synony- 

mous with Prasam.) 

The next Dravidian eletnent for consideration is tha 

Prasat. By it is denoted the consonantal sound in the 
second letter of a stanza, which roust be the same in the 
sgoond, letters of the remaining }mes, Prasam is nob 

Imown fo Sanskrit, though Sabdalankarams are optional 

there. The first thing about Prasam that a student of 
-comporative Dravidian Prosody notices, is its universal 
application in all the four Dravidian languages. A 
closer study explains its davelopment in these langa- 
ages. The purest and most elementary notions of 
Prasam are still preserved in the Tamil Nedil Yedugai, 

where Ava and Ku koo (.gu7 em and sm er) rhyme 
well. In such cases the rhyme ig bebween the long a 
in Va and the long oa in koo, ‘he consonants are never 

taken into account here, 

* References. Por Telugu Prasams ef, Appakaviyam Edition 

of 1890. Mauikys Mandira Pruga, Madras, pp. 159—171. 

Bor Canaress Prasame ef. Rev. F, Kittel’s Chandombudhi of 

Nogavarma, Basel Mission Book and Track Depositary 1876, 

pp. 15-21. g 7 

Also edition of Kavirajamargamu Bdited by Mr. Bice, Mysore, 
canto. TI, verses 38 —48. 

For the Tamil Yadugai and Baipu of. Mr. Kalysoasindaram 

Mudaliar'a Seyyul Uakkenam Baition, 1893, Niranjuoe Vilesa 

Press, Madras, p. 9. 

Also Yappacungalakkarigai Edition, of Plavangy Varsha, 
Vidyann Palana Yantra Sala, Madras, p. $3, For sub-divisions 

-of Yadugai, please ef. p. 43. 

For lista of Eaipn of. p. 43 ibid,
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A general definition of Prasam is, that the first 

letter of every Hine ina stenza must have the same 

sort of eatroi, and that the second letters must be the 

samé, It is from this rule, that the other rules relating 
to Prasam in Tamil, Telugu and Canarese can be ex- 

plained. ் 

A New Theory for Purnabindu Prasam. 

Thus expressions like Kampa and Amka (sos & wor} 
rhyme well in Tamil, Ib is not so in Canarese and Telugu, 
In Tamil there ig no Purnabindu, The Purnabindu is 
there represented hy the corvesponding nasal half matrai- 
‘Thus in Tamil Kampa is written as sy (5%) and Amka 
85 woe (eS), Bven in Telugu, the Parnabindu basa 
recent origin, the original transliteration, as can be 
seen from the earlier Telugu inserfptions being, to 
use the corresponding half matrai. The half matrai ig. 
counted as a letter in Tamil, so that in Kampa and 
Amka there are three letters, The second letter in 
hoth of them is m (i &)and the rule that, for Prasam, 
the second letter must be the same, fully applies here. 
This is the commonest Yadugai in ‘lamil; and itis a 
perlect yadugai=(Prasam). Telugu has still preserved 
ghia principle in the Pragamaitri Prasam, where words 
Uke Sambare and Ammuly (yous ese) rhyme well. 
Uf it is presumed thaé the Purnabindu is foreign to pure 
Telugu as can be seen (from the nasure of the old Telugu 
inscriptions and Tami! transcription), these words have 
to be wribten as Sa-m-bara and A-m-mulu (mew fa soon} 
The second letter is thus m (5) in both cases, which 
must, jn old Telngn have been, counted a8 a” separate
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letter. The Santaprasam of Canarese may aldo ba 
explained on the same principle, 

But can Kanéa and Kata rhyme now? No, The 

vowel on Kanta is Am (#®), which has உ யாவ 

bindu, Its corresponding vowels must also have the 

Purnabindu, In the Purngbindu Prasam of Telugu the 

long or shori vowel on the first letter of the lina 

is indifferently preserved. The general rule here is that, 

ifthe first letter of a stanza bas the Purnabindu, the 

firsts letters of the remaining lines. must also have 

it, This rule strictly obtains in Canarese | also though 
it is not separately mentioned there, In these cases the 

Prasa letter isnot the Purnabindu, but the one that 

succeeds it, As representing the half matrai, the Purna- 

bindu was in the Prasamaitri Prasam held to be suffi- 

cient to make a complete Prasam. Why should tha 

etter succeeding the Purnabindu be the Prasa letter 

here ? 

The fact seems to me to be that the Prasamaitri 

Prasam is only arelic ofthe obsolete ancient usage. 
The half matrai now lost its consonantal funetion and 

became a vowel with Purnabindu, The general rule of 

Prasam is that the long or short vowels on the first 
letters of the lines in a stanza must correspond with 

each other 4A’ new rule has to be added to this, because 

of the creation of the vowel with Purnabindu, which is 

more than a simple long or short vowel. It is a long or 

a short vowel with the consonantal part added to 16, 2 16 

1 Of. Chandombudhi, verse 13, page 4. Also verses 17, 27, 55, 

61, 59, 70, &o. 

2. The idoa will be developed Iater on. Cf. p. 16 of this 

dissertation,
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is represented by the sidgle vowel symbol Am (#0) and 
not by aam (¥) also), And yet itis a vowel and as such 
it is now part of the firat letter, Ibis thus distinct from- 
thasecond letter, z.¢., the Prasa Jetter. And I submit 

that for this reason the Purnabindu Prasam is really 

adouble Prasam. 

The other Double Prasams. 

The elementary principles involved in Purnabindu 

Prasam being thus explained, it is‘easy to understand the 

double Prasams in:Samyuktams (double consonants ! ). 

A typical case of the Samyuktakshara Prasam is 

where the rhyming letter is a compound letter such as 

kta, kna, gra. This is really an instance of double 

rhyme. When words like Bhakti and Sakti rhyme, the 
primary rhyming letter according to natural translite- 

ration is (Bha-k-ti #8, Sa-k-ti #£8,) the half matrai 

k (§), the ti (8) being 2 second rhyme. Why should 

there be a compulsory double rhyme in such cases ? 

I submit that the influence of Sanskrit may 

account for this. Words like Twak, 2 Bhuk and Srik 

(Fa TH 9) are monosyllabic in Sanskrit, the 

tendency there being to combine tha halfomgorai with 

the preceding ‘letter and take all as one. Telugu and 

Canarese are modelled after Sanskrit, According to 

rules of transliteration, however, the half matrai is in 
  

1. The Serabha Prasam in Ganarese corresponds to bthia, 
G@ Chan@drobadhi verses 43 and 47, 

2. The division of Chaptere in Nanartharatnamala into 

Bkakshara, Dwyakhara and other Vargs is a broad evidence of 

this usage even to the mera onlooker,
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these languages written apart from the first letter and - 

combined with the second, Hence arises the double 

difficulty that the half matrai both is and is no the 

Prasa letter. Analogy with Sanskrit combines i with 

the first letter, while transliteration makes it a part of 

the second, The salest way to overcome the difficulty 

is to call that letter the Prasa'letter which is transcirbed 
as the second. 

A general rule can now be laid down with regard to. 

double Prasams, viz., that a half matrai (whether a nasal 

or otherwise), always persists in Prasam as a part of the 
first syllable and requires another letter to follow it 

to make a complete Prasam. The matrai of the fret 

letter being changed by this half matrai combination, 

the rule as to a jong or short vowel on if becomes 
unnecessary, 

The Dwitwa Prasam in Telugu, as between Anna, 

and Ponnu, which corresponds to the Canarese Twraga 

Prasam, is only a case of the Samyukta Prasam, Tho 

Laghu Dwitwa Prasam of Telugu between slurred com. 
pound letters like Adruva and Vidruche (6s and oy) 

also belongs to this class, The Anunasika Pragam where 
a double consonant, say %, (nna), is due to a rule of 
Grammar is another instance, 

_ Acasedt Samynkta Prasam is the Samyute Samyute 
Prasam, The simplest instance of such a Prasam is 
where Kshathriya (4294) rhymes with Dhathru (¥,), 
According to Tamilic (or natural Dravidian, as these 

instances go to show), transliteration, (Ksha-th-and 
Dhath), the real rhyme is the th (5). 

A second analogy is also worth noticing here, 
There is a sub-division of the Tamil Yadugai, called the
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‘Asu Yadugai, which nearly corresponds to this, Ac 

~eording to this Asu Yadugai any of the half matraia, 

¥,%, land zh (4, @ 6, &, o& "& ) may intervene between 

the first and the sacond letters in one of the four lines of 
‘a stanza, Thus Ka-i-mandaand Pa-manda (emizeric_ and 
பூமாம்ட o& Soe and ySroe) can rhyme well, The prin- 
ciple is that these four half matrais (y, x, land zb) are 
not cared for there. Buti Tamil slurs over these half 

matvais only when they come between the firet and the 

Prass letters, (a8 in ka,y-manda), but not when they 
scome after the Praga letter. If, therefore, » broad 
principle is assumed that these half matrais may be 
slurred over, whether they preceed or succeed the Prasa 
‘letter, all the examples under the Samyuta Samyuta 
Prasam will be fully explained, Else in Natho 
Gé*) and Hethrai (39) thrai in the second word 
will have no explanation. In fact the prevailing 
opinion among Pandits is that the Repbam and the La 
‘ean he slurred over in Prasam, 

The.Other Prasams. 

'The Nadi and the Asu divisions of Tamil Yadugai 
wate already noticed. The remaining divisions of the 
‘Tamil Yadugai are the Vargayadugai and fhe"Inavadugai! 

The Vargayadugai has three sub-divisions 992, (4) 
‘Vallina Vargayadugai between k, ch, +, th, P (4,5, 6, 
‘SS, 3,4, 4, 4,44) and hard r(s, த (6) the Mellina 
Vargayadugsai between the nasuls gnya, gne, na, na, ne 
(க), 4) ஸ் or, &, G, am, 6, 0,7); and (c) the Tdaina 
Vargayadugai between y, soft r, 1, v, 2h, and 1, (a, 8, o, 
5, pr Fu, 5, © wi, , or),
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(a) In the Vallina Vargayadugai any of the letters 
k, ch, 6 th,pand hardy rhyme within themselves, 
Thus Tha-kkar and ye-rche-ttar (e¢arr and QucCrgent 
சக ஐம் aayr8, rhyme within themselves the & ® 

rhyming with the Vallinam soft eh. Sinca in Tamil 

each of the letters k efic., represents a vumber of 
sounds such ask, kh, g,gh, ete, all the’ sounds repre- 
sented by auy one of the Vallinam groups (say k) rhyme 

with all the soifiuds represented by another letter of the 
group such as cb, t, th or p, The case of Prasam 

between nda and ntha (e% and o4) and between da and 
tha (420d 5), classed as Aprasussha Pragams by Appakeavi 
bears analogy to the Vallinam Yaduyai. 

The Swavargajs Prasem of Telagu and the Varga, 
Prasam of Canarese are different from the Vallinavarga 
Yadugai, «They exemplify instances of Prasam only 
within any paréicular Vargam say a Kavargam, repre. 

sented by k, kh, g, gh, .They are not instances 
of Pragam between one Vargam and another, say, 
a (k, kh, g, gh) with a (p, pb, b, bb.) In the 
Swargaja and Varga Prasams, letters like k, ih, 
g, gh, rhyme only within themselves and not with any 

other letter, or in Tamil notation a ka rhymes only with 
ka and not with any other Valliam such as ch, Thig 
therefore, is nob a casa of Vallinam Yadugat, Thia is, 
only an instance of simple Prasam, The Samipa Pra- 
sam of Cansrese and a case of Ubhaya Prasam in Telugu 
aliow Prasam between s,sh,& a (¥,5,). They algo are 

not Vallinam Yadugai. The symbol ch represents these 
three sounds in Tamil and the Prasam of these letters is 
simply ch (#) rhyming with itself, ர 

  

Cf. Caldwell’s Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian -lan-- 
guages page 21, Trubner & Co., Ludgate Hill, London 1875. 

2
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(8) The Mellin. Varga Yadugai between the nassle 
(ணை எ௮.ரு.ண,ஈ௰,ண). eorresponds to a case of the 
Peluge Ubheya Prasam between n & = (௪, The 
Vikalps Prasem of Belugu corresponds to a mixare of 
the: ordinary snd Mellinam Prasams, 

(e) The Idaing Varga Yadugai allows Prasam be- 
ween y, softir, 1, v, y &l. Arelic of aven this Prasar its 
still preserved in » case of the Telugu Abheda Prasam 
Between: I &1 (© & ¥ ) and 1 and soft r (௧௧8), 

(2) Inavadugai is where a letter thymes with itself 
with » vowel change. This is ‘very common in ,all 

Dravidian languages, 

The Kandakhanda Prasam with Artha Bindus, the 
Sandhigate Prasam, and the r(%) Praseam of Telugu 
ave: Prasams crested by auulogy. If thers be no vowel 

‘change inthe Prasa letber, the Telugu Sukam Prasam 
will be identical to the: Canaresg Simba Prasam, In 
each line of a Tamil stanza there may be rhyme 
between the second, third and succeeding letters also. 
In: fact, Yapparungalakkarigai says that the second and 
‘subsequent letters form: the Yadugai, The Dwandve 
‘Thri and Chathush Prasams of Telugu correspond - 
to: the above rule. The Anu Prasam of Telugu and 
‘Canarese is where the Prasa letter frequently appears 
in the line, 

There are 8 cases of Anthya Prasem in Tamil called 
the Esipus. The Adi Haipu corresponds to the Telugn 
and Cenarese Anthya Prasam and denotes rhyme at the’ 
ead of the lines of a stanza, But fhongh there may be 
to Anthya Prasam between line and line, there may he 
Anthy& Prasam within the line itself, A Tamil line 
ganerally consists of 4 feet?, Thus the Anthya Pragam. 
  

  

Cf. Yepparungalakkarigai, p, 4%
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may be between the feet3 & 4,2 44,1 & 4,2,8 &4,1,8 &4, 

1,2 &4, or 1, 2,3 & 4 of any singleline, These are repect- 

ively called the Inai, Pozbuppu, O-reo-va, Koozhai, 

Morkaduvai, Keelkaduvai and Mutru Baipus, 

GENERAL. 

The anologies pointed out in this chapter show that. 
Prasam is an element common to all the Drevidan lan- 

guages, Whether Tamil gave it to Telugu and Canarese, 

or as springing from a common stock this element was 
common to these languages is a question requiring 

further evidence, Still there is strong. anology betwen 
Tamil and Telugu in all the sub-divisions of Tamil 

‘Yadugai—even in such obsolete Prayogams as Sambarn 
and Ammulu and nda azd utha, Most of these, however, 

heve become obsolete in Telugu long ago, : This gives 
another ground for suspecting a Prebharatic Telogw 
Literature. If Telugu Prosody be due mainly to Sana- 

krit, or to Nannayya Bhat, a special classification of 
Ganams, an adoption of non Sanskritio metres, andthe 

copying of a Prasam agreeing with Tamil even in chsolete 
Prayogams could act ba possible, A Sanskrit nation 

cannot ba expected to borrow rules from a Tami, 
against 0 perfected Prosedy, their own. Still tbe analogy | 

persists, whatever tia origin may be,
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CHAPTER IV 

The Vadi.* 

The noxt sub-division is the Vadi, 16 is called Yati_ 

in Sanskrit, By ib is represontod the pause or break in 

aline of poetry, Sanskrit Pingale has bot one autram 

for Yati which says  OTATAeaTRs saegdyst) Vati, is a 

break, This break is a stopping place, wherg the reader 

may pause to take breath, In canarese The pause, or 
oxsura (Yati) of a verse forma, so to say, a place for 

taking breath,” It helps the reader from getting 

exhausted, It is not expedient for the reader te break his 
voice in the middle of a word, thus breaking it in twain. 

Itis, therefore, laid down that the pause should generally 

be at the end of a word and not in its middle, Accord- 

ingly a new word begins in Sanskrit after the pause,— 
anew word which may begin with any letter. Fortunately 
there are natural breaks for every line of pootry, their 

place being dependant on the metre. Sanskrit has in- 
vestigated such places and has once for all fixed the 
piace of pause or Yati for the lines of its metres. This 

place of Yatiis the same in Sanskrit and Telugu. This is 

perfectly logical. Canarese follows Sanskrit in ita Yati, 

  

*Refarences.—For Telugu Yatis. Of. Appokaviyam, canto IIT, 

pp. 124-159. . . 

For Tamil monai Cf. Seyyul Ilakkanam, pp. 10, 11. 

Yapparungalakkarigai, pp. 80. 

For a concise list of the Telagu Yatis. Cf. the present writer’s 
Ohandersastram B. O, A, Press, Madras 1902. 

Chandombudhi p. 18. Of. also Kaviraja Margam, canto II. 

Of, Halayudha’s Commentary quoted in Chandombudhi, p.14. 
Lhave compared it with a copy of the original text in ha Adyar 
Library and fourd tt correot.
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"There is Yati in Telugu aleo,: 16 is true that, in 

Telugu, this word is synonymous with Visranti Virati, 

Varamanam, Visramam, Viramam, ete,—its Sanskrit 

equivalents, But in the veal. Sanskrit sense the word 

wis a misnomer in Telugu, No provision was made in 

Telugu to guard against the mutilation of a word. I€ 

the place of Yati falls in the middle of a word, it may be 

mercilessly dissected in Telugu, In Telugu no new 

word need bégift atthe place of Yati. If the tenth letter 

of an Utpalemals is the place of its Yati in Sanskrit, 

the Telugu Utpalamala has its Yati also at the 

tenth letter. ‘But thoro is a rule in Telugu that 

such Yati letter (¢,¢, the letter coming at the place 

that is fixed for that matre as the place of its Yati) must 

correspond to the first letter in that line, 

The metres which Telugu has derived from Tamil 

have their Yati just where Sanskrit has it, But metres 

which have @ purely Dravidian orgin * have their Yati on 

the initial letter of one of its Ganams, Whether that 

‘Ganam is the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or any one or more of such 

Ganams depends upon ‘its metre. Thus while in the 

ease of Sanskrit metres the place of Yati falls upon 4 

fixed letter counted from the ist letter of a line, the 

counting in Dravidian metres.is by the feet. 

There is Yati in Tamil also, It is there called monai, 

The Tamil metres being Dravidian, the monai in Tamil 

falls upon the initial letters of one, or, more of its 

Genams. Thus in Tamil the monai may be on the let 

lettere of any of its feet viz. of feet 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 

and 4, 1,2 and 3,1, 3 and 4, 1, 2, and 4, or 1, 9, 8 and 

4, These are respectively called t the Inai, Poghippu 

  

*. Viz, those in the table on p. 9. 

+ Cf. Yapparungalakkarigai, p. 41.
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‘Q-roo-vu, Kuzhai, Merkaduvai, Keelkaduvai and Mutru 

meonai, {f the first tettere of each of the lines agrae in 

monei, it is called Adi monai. The ‘Tamil Poet must 

howe monai in each line generally, bat he may have it et 

the beginning of anyone or more of the feet ashe chooses. 

The fact that Yati m Télugu must be at the beginning of 

one particular foot may be due to analogy with Sanskrit 
which has generally one fixed place of Yati. 

As for the lethers to be used at the place of Yati, 
thereis some peculiarity. It has been already mentioned 

that a word canbe mutilated in Telugu. But the poet 

is not at liberty to use at the place of Yati, any letter he 
chooses, Certain letters which are said to be allied to 

the first letter of the line must be used there, Both in 

‘Felugu and in Tamil cartnim lists of such allied letters 
were drawn up. - The list is simple in Tamil; but it is 

mada very complex in Telugu. This complexity is due 
to practical constructions put upon the simple lists of 

original Telugu. lt ita necessary to divest the original 
lists of pure Telugu of all their complexity before they 
can-be compared with Tamil, Ishall for this purpose 

take the 41 Yatis of Appakavi and try to reduce the list 
to its original simplicity, These 41 Yatis can -be 

Grouped under 8 broad headings viz., (1) She Sanskxib 
additions, (2) the interpretations and (3) the original 
Dravidian rules, 

(1) The Sanskrit additions, ‘Nineteen -of the 
Sanekrit letters, smeh as kh, gh, gaye, are forsign to 

pure ,[dlugn, The original Dravidinm roles of Vadi 
could not base spoken of Jatiers not in iheir 

alphabet, Such Yatis are neosssarily nou-Drevidian 

end can be eliminated from Agpakavi’s lish. 'Bhese
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are (1), the Tadbdhava! Vyaja. Yatt between gna and 

na, (2) tine Visesha® Yati between gone and k, kh, g, 

gh, (8) the Ruvali,? Rutwe Sambandha Vadi 4 வாமி. மாகம் 

Samya Vadis relating tori (ல), & (4) the ooshmayaii? be- 

tweens, ab & 8 (7,5,5). Fhe Mavarna® Yath of a with %,. 

7, 1,0, 8, shy 8 when thelattar are preceeded.by a Poorna- 

bindu also belongs to this. class, es a Poomabindu 

- cam uever,.in pare Telugu, pracede these letters. Vedie 

Texts like Vabéyo Rubhedah (soamstiue b.eanttat) give 

rise to the Abheda® Yati between v&b, 1&1 &1&d. The 

_lettersich, » gh #&e being foreign to pure Telugu the varga 

yati reduces itself to the groups k, g, ch, ja, t—d, th, d, 

{&),.& p, b. Two cages of Sarasavadi 9 & 10 one of which 

identifies na with #a(s with ©), and the other s,sh &s 

with ch, chh, j, jh ulso come under this heading. These 

Yatis being of » Sanakrit origin are out of place in pure 

Telugu, Appakevi’s list thus reduces itself to 33, two of 

which viz, the Sarasayati and the Vargayati are partly 

affected, 

(EL) The Interpretations. Of the remaining 33 Yatis, 

20 are-affected by the rules of Sandhi., Threa of these 

relate to cases of Sandhi between & vowel snd 8 vowel. 

These ave the Swara Pradhana’ Vadi, the Lupta Visarga 

Vadi, 2 andthe Vriddhe 5. Vadi which declare thatin such: 

cases, Yati may be allowed to the combining vowels, the 

resulting vowels, or the allied consonants like, ya. & ha. 

The case of union by Sandhi of a consonantand.a vowel, 

where Vadi may be allowed to the uniting vowel or the 

resulting consonant, is illustrated in 14 Yatig, 12. of which 

go by the general. namie of Ubhaya 4-15 Yatts the Pratyeka 

Yaoi (480, 80008). and the Bhinnat? நீதம் (சலம், ௧௦௯2௨) 

haing the other two, The union by Sendhi of % consonant 

with & cobsonamt, where the Vadi may be permitted
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either to the constituent consonants or to the resulting 

compound, gave rise to the Antyoshina)® Sandhi and the 

Vikalpa—Sandhil® Yatis. Arule of Sandhiis that where a 
Varga letter (say k) unites with a nasal consonant 

(sey n), the Varga letter drops by Sandhi and its corres~ 
ponding neeal (srf-saas-ogenm) antera into. the 

resulting consonant, The Bindu yati?? evidently 

assumes this Sandhi in the form 1௬5 வட 2 

(80 -4-seteo=8ey,5*) which is the usual Sanskrit trans- 
literation for nasal half matras proceeding a Varga 

consonant, and allows Yati between the Varga Yuks and 

the their corresponding Anunasikams, where the former 

are preceeded by-a-Purnabindu (a nasal halfmaéra), 

Letters like 4, #, © are foreign to Telugu, 

These 20 rules relate to Sandhi, They owe their 

origin to rules of Grammar, They are not the state- 
ment of an ‘original rule, They only explain the 

application of that rule to practical cases, The original 

group is not there, it is aasumed and ite application is 

herein interpreted, The rule and the interpretation are 

quite distinct. The one may be compared to any section 

in an Act, say the Indian ‘Contract Act; the other to the 
interpretation given by a: High Qourt of Judicature to 

that section in a complicated cage, Lf, on the ground of 

their not being the original list, these 20 Yatis are 
removed from Appakavi’s list, the total, number comés 

down to 13, 

As the Sarasayati (partly discussed in the preced- 
ing sevtion) identifies n and n (sand ©), it can be 

inferred from the 1st axiom in Geometry, that congo- 

nents, which ure allowed to agree with n (*), agree with 

in (*), and vice verse. This is -the Anunast Kakshara
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These 20 rules relate to Sandhi. They owe theit 
origin to rules of Grammar, They.are not the state. 
ment of an original rule. They only explain the 
application of that rule to practical cases. Tho Sriginal 
group is not there, It is assumed and its application is 
herein interpreted, The rule and the interpretation are 
quite distinct. The one may be coinpared to any section 
in an Act, say the Indian Contract Act; the other to the 
interpretation given by a High Court of Judicature to 
that section in a compl icated case, If, on the ground of 

their not being the original list, these 20 Yatis are 
removed from Appakavi's list, the total number comes 
down to 13. . 

As the Sarasayati (partly discussed in the preced~ 
ing section) identifes n and n (#and 4), if can be 
inferred from the 1st axiom in Geometry, the conso- 
nants, which are allowed to agree with n (5), agree with 
n (8), and ஏரரச versa, This is the Anunastkakshare 
Yati, Theapplication of the first axiom to Anunasikak- 
shara Yati gives the rule that consonants agreaing with n 
(*), and those agreeing with n (sj) agree with each other. . 
This is the dnuswara Sambandha Yati (between ou, of, 
e&, og, and oF, o%, o8, o8), The list is thus reduced by 
two moze Yatis, 1) of them still remaining, ் 

The Yati termed Prani Véramam' is a statement of 
the general rule that as உ consonant has always a vowel 
in it, its Jebber ior Yati should have a, corresponding can- 
sonant with a corresponding vowel in it. Thus the 
letter pu () should have for its Yati, one of the conso- 
nants p, ph, b, ar bh, combined with one of the vowels, 
46, WH, 0, OF Q0,Ae, a, 2, 4%), The Muvibhakti Yats?, (be- 
twean p, ph, band bh, and mu when any of the vowels 
@, @,%;%, is on them) is a case of the Mukara Yati 
between pu, phu, bu, bhu and mu, 

When by Abheda Yati, V & B are equal, the Abheda 
Varga® Yati between p, ph, b, bh, & v, becomes only ita 
corollary. The Rizu Yati identifies ha & ya and ag ya is the 
Grammatical form which @ takea in Kalanthama where 
there ig no Sandhi, the only remaining case of Sarasa 
Vadd identifying 4, ya, ha, vanishes, The Samyuktame 
are foreiga to Telugu and the Samyukia® Yott which 

3
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fays down that, iu compound letters, the Yati niay be 
only [or one of its constituents may well be taken for an 
interpretation clause, ‘A certain class of Yatis was con- 
derane? by Appakavi as inadmissibie (=Agrahya® Yatis) 
though in¢ided in his original jist of 41 The 11 
remaining Yatis are thus reduced to 5 which may be 
taken xs the simple Telugu Yatis before any practical 
constructions were put upon them, 

(ili) The original Dravidian rules, The five Yatis 
thus left are the Swara Maitri Vadi, the Mukara Yati, the 
Ruzu Yati, Ekaternyati and the partly effected Varga 
Yati. It is perhaps possible to explain the Mukaru Yati 
and the Ruzu Yati also, but 1am not now able to find 
any plausible explanation, Even when these two Yatis are 
retained, ib is possible to place the Tamil and the Telugu 
lists side by sideand the coincidence is remarkable. 
  

Tamil List? Telugu List Name of the 
Telugu Yati. 

Qesser Seok 8 8 gar 

AG 8 gor : 
(2) 5 #24 Seas Meera | Swara Maitri 

இஈ௪ ஏ 

(99௬௨௧ ௬௮௨௨ ஊஒஓ 

உஊஒஓ 
(4) ௩௪ 5௬ ர) 

(5த)5௪ ossue i 
(60௨௨ os i Varga Yati. 
(7) 5 # க்க d 

(8: ப So J 
(9) ® saw ஜஸ் Mukara Yati. 
(10)¢ 5 a6 th ் 

In other eases ் } Ruzu Yati, 
each letter to Ekatara Yati,” 
itself.       

1. The r (en) in the Q, %, av, 3, S Group has to be elimi- 
nated. 

a Cf. Yapparungalakkarigai, p. 30,
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Here is a remarkable coincidence, Behind all tha 
‘mass that gathered round fhasimple rules of Telugu 
Yati, the true type of the Dravidian monai is nosy seen. 
Ite meaning is claar, One of three conclusions musi now 
follow, It may be that the Aryans borrowed the Tamil 
monai and improved ii on their own lines, Or if may 
algo ba thatat a very early time before the Aryan 

settlement, the Telugu people have themselves got it 

from Tamil, Or perhaps it may be due to a syste of 

Prosody common to these languages, still preserved in 

them, Tha first inference is not probable, The Aryan 

influence would tend more to the adoption of the 

Sanskrit system of Prosody than to a foreign Dravidian, 

The Yati in the Dravidian sense was never preserved 
in Canarese, The second and third conclusions have 

a plausibility about. them notwithstanding the total: 
absence of a prebbaratic Telugu Literature, But the alli- 
terative metre of ancient Burope requires a passing notice 

here. Ifa common system of Prosody is assumed to 
exiat inthe original language of the ancestors of the 

four Dravidian languages (as the Vedic metre to the 

Aryans), then the alliterative motre of the ancient Germa- 

nie tribes, a8 is still preserved in the records of the High 

and Low German, the Angio-Saxon and the Icelandic 

metres finds an explanation, Even in these Indo-Germa- 

‘nic! languages ‘a line consisted of two sections each 

containing two strongly stressed syllables, and of these 

four long syllables, three were alliterated,” Three severe 

and consistent rules wate required for this poetry “ viz, 

that the section, the strong accentuation and above 

all that the alliteration wust be preserved The Teu- 

tonic languages, in which this alliterative metre is found 
  

1. Extracted from the latest edition of the Encyclopmdai 
Brittanica —Arsicles on Varea and Alliteration, ்
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are, however, classed as the Aryan languages and not as 

Dravidian. It requires more facts than are contained 

in thisodissertation to establish the oviginal source of 

this common Dravidian element. And ibis, therefore, 

safe that no theorising on probabilities of this common 

element is made here, 

CHAPTER V. 
Concluding Remarks. 

1 have in preceeding pages indicated some of the 

common non-Aryan foatures of Telugu Prosody. The 

. subject is vast und occupies a volume, Bven in the 

Telugu Prosody as moulded by the Aryan influence, the 

’ Original Dravidian element persisted ; and I have traced 
‘it out in the Chapters on Metre, Prasam and Vadi, The 

inferences. from the Dravidian element in Telugu Prosody 

are many and far reaching. The obsolete elements, 
still left, of some of the most elementary principles 

of Dravidian Prosody cannot be the result of a mere 

borrowing of the system from a foreign language, The 
Aryans would never borrow a metre, » Yati or a Prasam 

from « Tumal languige and euforce it on Telugu against 
a perfected Dev.bhisa, their own, ‘The Present subject 

at least adds another possibility to the supposition, that 

@ prebharatic Telugu Literature must have existed. A 
historic nation, | like the Audbras, more ancient than 

the Aibereya Brahmana that first mentioned them, 
cannot be supposed to have no literature of their own. 

For centuries before und after the Christian era, the 

history of the Dekhan was the history of the Telugu 

people, They conquered Malwa, they conquered Guzerat 
  

Cf. “Bhandarkat’s early history of the Deccan, Bombay 

Governzoent Press, 1884, p.. 5. : ்
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‘Kelings, Vengi and Chola were theirs. ‘They extended 
their Kingdom even eas far south as Palghat, where 

their Vieeroys raled, Even the mighty Kingdom of 
Magadba was once (B.C. 27) under their sway. Bar 1 

beyond. the seas, Java, Borneo and Celebes ware 

theirs, and the txsertpilons a those Islands reveal 

a history, which India has forgotten, Theirs was tha 

first alphabet in Southern India, Great posts like 

Kalidasa flourished under the Avdhra Kings and in the 

Dekhan are ivcriptions of these Kings whom the Vayu, 

Matebya and other Purauas have extolled. ? Liferatare 

dourished under them ® and the greatest of ancient 

Canarese poste traced their origin to the Vengi country. 

If Tamil and Canavese fiterature flourished well under 

the Jains, the best Canarese Jain 1 gaets were Andbras, 

and the most magnificens works of the Jains ate at 

Avoatavati, in the heart of the Teiuga country. The 

many Telugu proverbs that are handed down to us are 

poetic in structure, fall of rhyme and alliteration. They 

must baye formed the popular portions of » Pre—Aryon 

Tolugu poetry. Some of the soags that have come down 

to us such as the Kuchehela Katha and the Kamesweri 

(or Akkala) patw are in the Abavalpe metre of Tamil and 

their scansion is not possible auless tha Tamil seers are 

used, Songs like the Rishula Ashramunu, Rama- 

pattabhishekhuamn, Seeks Surcti are in the Turuvoja 

metre which is simply a line of Ahavalps doubled and 

is in Tamil called the Enjeee Kada Nedil Ausiria Virp- 

tham, Several of them auch as the Varusapstalu do 

  

1) Burnell’s Skhauth Indian Paleograpby. 
(2) Early History of the Deccan, p 25, 
(8) Prof. Rangasawmi Aiyavgar’s History of India, Part 1, p, 127. 

{4) The Present writer’s avticlain Andes patrion of Banibay. 

91-12-3910 ; 29-23-1910 & 4.1-1911.. ்
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not contain asingle Sanskrit word, A civilised and 

enterprising nation like the Andhras; which stood fore- 

most ix all the cultured arts cannot be supposed 66. 

have no poetry of its own. The survival of this. 

Dravidian element in Telugu Prosody even after’ at 

overpowering Aryan influence, and the firm inipress of a 

Dravidian Vadi and » Prasam even on the Telugu Aryan 

metres could not have been possible, if po Telugu poebry 

existed before. The songs and sayings that enlivened 

this encient Aadhra nation were {fost to us, but the 
essential elements of their Dravidian Prosody still 

remain—relics of a forgotten pst, bappy and. glorious. . 

கு eS 
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